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Working in a sushi restaurant in
eastern Ukraine, Igor Besukh
turns up the music to drown out

the sound of air raid sirens as he prepares
the next order. But the music could not
mask the deafening sound of a missile
that struck central Kramatorsk on Friday,
landing in the city’s Peace Square near
the town hall, culture centre and the sushi
bar where Besukh works.

The restaurant is one of the few still
open in the city, only some 20 kilometers
(12 miles) from the frontline with Russian
troops, in the industrial Donbas region that
Russia is attempting to conquer. When
they heard the blast, the employees of
“Woka”, a restaurant with red lacquered

walls and Asian designs, quickly moved to
a shelter.

They re-emerged 20 minutes later to
examine the damage. All the windows and
doors were broken despite being boarded
up with plywood panels. They cleaned up
the debris and continued preparing the
orders waiting to be delivered. There were
no casualties following the strike that hit at
around 8:00 pm but the impact shattered
the windows of several buildings nearby.
“It was a loud noise. We didn’t expect it, of
course. I was scared,” says the 23-year-
old chef with tattoo-covered arms. Coming
back to work the next day was not easy,
he admits, however “war is war, but lunch
must be served on time,” he says, quoting

a popular saying with a smile.

Open throughout war 
Besukh has worked at the restaurant

for several years. Now its main customers
are soldiers stationed in Kramatorsk or
those returning from the front. The city,
with a pre-war population of around
150,000, now lives under the constant
threat of shelling. A strike on a hotel on
July 7 left one dead. A previous strike in
April on a busy train station killed over 50
people. AFP interviewed the staff of the
restaurant shortly before the Friday attack
and then returned Saturday when every-
thing had been cleared. The wooden pro-
tective panels had been reinstalled and

orders were piling up on the counter in
front of a glass behind which Besukh was
working.

He arranges, rolls and cuts up to a hun-
dred pieces of sushi a day in the restau-
rant that has been open every day since
Russia invaded Ukraine on February 24.
Open since 2016, the sushi bar today
employs seven people, down from 28
employees before the war.

“It’s normal to work, even in this situa-
tion,” says Besukh, whose culinary career
has taken him to the capital Kyiv, to the
coast of the Sea of Azov and now back to
his hometown Kramatorsk. Asked whether
he considered joining the army, he says
with a smile: “Why should I? I have no

experience, I would be of no use”. “Here I
help in a certain way,” adds the young
man, who dreams of one day opening his
own restaurant. For now, the restaurant
serves 10 to 30 dishes daily, all for take-
away or delivery. Customers are not
allowed to eat inside for safety reasons.
“Imagine if a missile hit the restaurant, it’s
too big a responsibility for us,” the restau-
rant’s owner, Dmitry Pleskanov, said, just
hours before the missile landed on Peace
Square.—AFP
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European bison
reintroduced
to roam freely 
in Britain

As the sun rose on Monday over
southeast England, three bison
emerged from a corral into a new

woodland home as part of an ambitious
project to transform the natural environ-
ment. The trio immediately began munch-
ing birch tree leaves in the ancient woods
near Canterbury, to restore and manage
the area with their behavior-and minimal
human interference.

It marks the first time in millennia that
European bison-the continent’s largest
land mammal and the closest living rela-

tive to ancient steppe bison that once
roamed Britain-will live in wild conditions
once again. “(It’s a) really momentous
occasion today,” Mark Habben, of the
Wildwood Trust which is leading the five-
year conservation project, told AFP.

“It couldn’t have gone any better... they
took a glance back, looked at us and then
disappeared into the woodlands,” he
added, moments after the release. The
female bison-one matriarch and two
younger cows-will now graze, eat bark,
fell trees and take so-called dust baths,
churning up the ground in the woods.
This creates a multitude of benefits, help-
ing other species forge habitats as the
bison become the perfect “ecosystem
engineers”.

“We’re doing this to restore the envi-
ronment and restore a native English
woodland and everything that thrives in
and around that kind of habitat,”
explained Habben, saying it was “critically
important”. “We don’t want to be using
machinery... using native resources,
ecosystem engineers as we like to call

them-in the form in this case of the
European bison-is exactly the right thing
to do.”

‘Model’ 
The female bison, which arrived after

living on smaller enclosures in Ireland
and the Scottish Highlands, will be joined
by a bull at the site, owned by the Kent
Wildlife Trust charity, in the coming
months. The bull’s arrival from Germany
was delayed due to Britain’s post-Brexit
bureaucracy for importing animals. The
herd will initially have 55 hectares (136
acres) of fenced woodland to roam with-
in, before their habitable space is eventu-
ally increased to 200 hectares. It is hoped
the bull will breed with the females to
increase the size of the herd, with the
Kent site licensed to hold up to 20.

The bison will also soon be joined by
other grazing animals including ponies
from Exmoor, southwest England, Iron
Age pigs and Longhorn cattle, which will
aid the bid to create a variety of natural
habitats. “This is a model for what we

would hope could be rolled out much
(more) broadly across the UK, to similar
landscapes, utilising bison,” said Habben.
“I like to think bison that we bred on this
project by the time they reach maturity...
there’ll be other projects looking to do the
same kind of thing. “And we can move
bison around to continue this really
amazing work that these animals are
going to do.”

‘Endangered’ 
After roaming the continent for millen-

nia, the last wild European bison became
extinct on the continent in 1927, due to
hunting and habitat loss. However, 50
animals remained in captive collections
which have provided the basis for an
extensive and intensive breeding pro-
gram, according to the project’s conser-
vationists. The trio now calling the Kent
woodland home are some of their
descendants. “The bison that we’ve
selected are part of the European endan-
gered species breeding program,” said
Habben.

“We selected the animals based on
their genetics... but also their location and
source of origin was very important”.
Another central aim of the habitat restora-
tion project-costing £1.1 million ($1.3 mil-
lion) and largely funded by donors-is to
help British ecosystems cope with climate
change and severe biodiversity loss. The
bison’s impact will gradually alter the for-
est away from a monoculture and create
wetter areas that will store carbon, reduc-
ing emissions driving up temperatures,
while also reducing flood risk.

In a sign of the stakes, their release
Monday coincides with a heatwave
sweeping parts of Europe that is set to
break Britain’s all-time temperature
record early this week. Habben calls the
coincidence “extremely relevant”. “It’s an
incredible story, really, that we’re releas-
ing bison to help restore ecosystems,
which help restore the environment and
hopefully have some impact on climate
change”.— AFP

Bison are released from a corral at the Wildwood Trust nature reserve in Kent, the first time the animals have roamed freely in the UK in thousands of years. — AFP photos

Ukrainian sushi chef Igor Bezux, 23, poses with his creations at the Sushi Yakuza restaurant, in amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine. — AFP photos


